PART 7 – THE CHOICE IS OURS!
In This or That Direction
So, there you have it. Either we, the
temporary residents of this planet, wherever we live and undergo a local identity,
‘wake up’, having re-membered Who We
Are & Why We Are Here, and decide, as
world citizens who have lost faith in the
existing system, that ‘progradical amendations to our primitive civilisation’ – perhaps, as suggested here - be democratically made as soon as possible!
Or we, the majority of the human race,
stay ‘asleep’, i.e. spiritually unaware and
politically naive, and, while remaining, for
the most part, assembled into pyramids of
wealth & power, in which the top is moving
inexorably away from the bottom, enable,
willingly or otherwise, totalitarian Nation
States (overt or covert) to become established, globally, in order to impose order &

control over the rapidly deteriorating,
social and environmental circumstances, at
present, developing here on Earth?
The Brighter Option
I know which of these long term, big
picture goals/destinations, I would choose
& vote for, i.e. ‘Unity in Practice &, then,
Self-Governance’ and, thus, a once more,
functional state of affairs on this planet!
Hence, the ‘Ideas of Change’ being put
forward here - which with your help and
support? – could soon create ‘A United,
Sustainable, More Advanced Society’ on
this planet!
Yours for conscious evolution,
C. Millen,
Poppy Land,
East Anglia,
Europe,

Planet Earth,

The Milky Way,

One of Countless Galaxies,

In The Universe,

produced by ‘The Big Bang’,
itself ‘drummed up’ by
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‘G.O.D.’,

i.e. not the man-made, illogical deity of
religion & their ‘holy texts’ but that ‘Glorious Originating Dimension’, in which there
is nothing but the pure, limitless, un-seenby-any-body-else energy, which created &
permeates the cosmos, i.e. ‘Love’, (meaning,
for us, agape, not just eros or philia)!
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FURTHER DETAILS
www.moreadvancedsociety.com

